SPRING 2021

ALL ZOOM EVENTS REQUIRE A MEETING PASSWORD, EMAIL RCSGD@SA.UCSB.EDU FOR ENTRY

RECURRING EVENTS

QTPOC EMPOWERMENT HOURS
DATES: EVERY OTHER TUESDAY (2, 4, 6, 8, & 10)
TIME: 5:00PM - 6:30PM PST
ZOOM LINK: HTTPS://UCSB.ZOOM.US/J/8857977777

PROG TRANS EMPOWERMENT HOURS
DATES: EVERY OTHER THURSDAY (2, 4, 6, 8, & 10)
TIME: 3:30PM - 4:30PM PST
ZOOM LINK: HTTPS://UCSB.ZOOM.US/J/928730346

TWO SPIRIT EMPOWERMENT HOURS
DATES: FIRST WEDNESDAY MONTHLY
TIME: 4:00 - 5:00PM PST
ZOOM LINK: HTTPS://UCSB.ZOOM.US/J/872991497

QT MENTAL HEALTH SPACE
DATES: MONDAY APR. 13 & 20
TIME: 6:00PM - 7:00PM PST
REGISTER AT TINYURL.COM/QTMSW

YOUR ART HERE] VIRTUAL GALLERIES
DATES: BI-WEEKLY THURSDAYS BEGINNING APR. 15
TIME: 7:00PM - 8:00PM PST
ZOOM LINK: HTTPS://UCSB.ZOOM.US/J/89204653422

VIRTUAL LOUNGE HOURS
TUESDAYS FROM 3:00PM - 4:00PM
THURSDAYS FROM 2:00PM - 3:00PM
ZOOM LINK: HTTPS://UCSB.ZOOM.US/J/68738757297

IDENTITEAS
THURS APR 1
IDENTITEAS: TRANS<br>6:00PM - 7:30PM PST<br>HTTPS://UCSB.ZOOM.US/J/82455681580

WEDS APR 21
IDENTITEAS: BEING QT ONLINE<br>5:00PM - 6:30PM PST<br>UCSB.DISCORD

WEDS MAY 12
IDENTITEAS: QT ASIAN PACIFIC<br>ISLANDER DESI<br>6:00PM - 8:00PM PST<br>HTTPS://UCSB.ZOOM.US/J/86350602231

SPECIAL EVENTS

ALL ZOOM EVENTS REQUIRE A MEETING PASSWORD, EMAIL RCSGD@SA.UCSB.EDU FOR ENTRY

MON MAR 29
TRANS REVOLUTION SERIES: COMMONS<br>3:00PM - 4:00PM PST<br>FORMS.GLE/3GGSG7QW6BPTHM4X9

THURS APR 17
ROOTS & POTTIONS<br>6:00PM - 7:30PM PST<br>FORMS.GLE/3GGSG7QW6BPTHM4X9

TUES APR 20
THE WORLD IS BLACK, THE FUTURE IS INTERSEX W/ SEAN SAIIFA WALL<br>12:00PM - 1:00PM PST<br>EMAIL RCSGD@SA.UCSB.EDU FOR LINK

TUES APR 20
RAINBOW STITCHES #2<br>1:00PM - 2:00PM PST<br>UCSB.ZOOM.US/J/82589520173

TUES APR 20
GRADUATE HEALTH EQUITY LISTENING SESSION<br>3:30PM - 5:00PM PST<br>UCB.ZOOM.US/J/84205204177

WEDS APR 21
PROPAGATION 101<br>5:00PM - 6:00PM PST<br>FORMS.GLE/I4PJOYLBFO2MJXXV9

THURS APR 22
VOCAL COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP ACROSS THE GENDER SPECTRUM WITH JORDAN JAKOMIN<br>4:00PM - 6:00PM PST<br>UCB.ZOOM.US/J/81209502041

TUES APR 22
AGB ALUMNI DRAG SHOW<br>6:00PM - 8:00PM PST<br>UCSB.ZOOM.US/J/85175672137

FRI APR 23
MORE THAN ORGANS: A NIGHT OF POETRY WITH KAY ILIANEY BARRETT<br>6:00PM - 7:30PM PST<br>UCSB.ZOOM.US/J/81554731946

SAT APR 24
POT PAINTED FOR THE GODS<br>5:00PM - 6:30PM PST<br>FORMS.GLE/45W1962X13XONMM6

THURS APR 29
COMMING OUT MONOLOGUES<br>6:00PM - 8:00PM PST<br>UCB.ZOOM.US/J/84217294674</br>OPEN UP AT: TNPZR.KK.CO/GOODGQ

TUES MAY 4
BIPOC WOMEN PANEL<br>3:00PM - 5:00PM PST<br>UCB.ZOOM.US/J/84217294674

THURS MAY 6
LGBTQIA+ REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH<br>1:00PM - 3:00PM PST<br>FORMS.GLE/3GGSG7QW6BPTHM4X9

SAT MAY 15
AFTERNOON TEA & COOKIES<br>2:00PM - 4:00PM PST<br>UCB.ZOOM.US/J/84217294674

THURS MAY 20
OPEN MIC AND AN EVENING OF SELF EXPRESSION WITH LADY DAME<br>6:00PM - 8:00PM PST<br>UCB.ZOOM.US/J/84217294674

SAT JUN 5
LAVENDER GRADUATION<br>1:00PM - 3:00PM PST<br>TNPZR.KK.CO/GOODGQ

FOR ACCOMMODATIONS AT ANY OF OUR EVENTS, PLEASE CONTACT CRAIG LEETS, DIRECTOR, AT CLEETS@UCSB.EDU

THE RESOURCE CENTER FOR SEXUAL AND GENDER DIVERSITY

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
TWITTER: @UCSB_RCSGD
FACEBOOK: @RCSGD.UCSB
INSTAGRAM: @RCSGD.UCSB

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
FACEBOOK
INSTAGRAM: @RCSGD.UCSB